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THE NEW ERA OF LUXURY 
COMMERCE 

How luxury brands have evolved their 
model to adapt to increasingly digital and 

innovative channels and universes ?  
  

Our new book is coming soon!  
Stay tuned… 



For this new edition, 
the Observatoire du Commerce by Havas Commerce 

re-interviews French consumers to understand their distribution 
channel choices, expectations, and evolutions since the 2020 

confinement.  

This new observatory, which will be conducted at the end of 
February 2023, includes partners and offers you the opportunity 

to ask questions and preview the results. 

THE 5th edition of the 
OBSERVATOIRE DU COMMERCE BY 

HAVAS COMMERCE  
Has officially started! 

If you want to ask your questions or if you need any other information you can contact us: 
mikaela.barbosa@havas.com 

mailto:mikaela.barbosa@havas.com


OUR PROPOSAL & MISSION 

If you want to ask your questions or if you need any other information you 
can contact us: mikaela.barbosa@havas.com 

01. 02. 03. 04.
CONSUMERS BRANDS CONSUMPTION EXPECTATIONS

Who are they today 
and how the 
conjuncture impacted 
their daily lives?

What are the consumers' 
expectations from the 
retailers? What qualities 
are necessary to 
become the favorite 
French retailer?

Inflation has had an 
impact. Which one? 
Towards which 
consumption pattern has 
France evolved?

How do French people 
feel about the coming 
months? 
What will they do to 
limit the impact of 
inflation?

Commerce key players analysis and understanding to support retailers in their 
mutations

mailto:mikaela.barbosa@havas.com


Become a partner and gain access 
to many advantages 

If you want to ask your questions or if you need any other information you can contact us: 
mikaela.barbosa@havas.com 

Until the end 
of February

Beginning of 
April 2023

End of April 2023 
(On quotation)

On request 
(On quotation)

On request 
(On quotation)

PARTICIPATE IN 
THE STUDY

PREVIEW ACCESS ACCESS TO THE 
FULL STUDY

CONFERENCE WORKSHOP
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1/ 
Ads of the month



Tops (Thailand) The underrated gifts 
A spot for Tops supermarkets that shows us with a very offbeat sense of humor that even the 
most modest supermarket items can bring joy.

http://www.culturepub.fr/videos/the-underrated-gifts/


IKEA (Canada) The Troll  
Ikea presented a new campaign where a little boy rescues a troll living under a bridge via a gift to 
show that Ikea can improve any living space. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sBHVn5bP_Y


Intermarché (France) La vie ne devrait pas coûter aussi cher (Life 
should not be so expensive)  
Intermarché released four new offbeat ads in which commonplace items and products became 
luxury goods. 

http://www.culturepub.fr/videos/la-vie-ne-devrait-pas-couter-aussi-cher-x-4-films/


2/ 
News from 
leaders



Source: BBC

Walmart initiates drone delivery in Florida, Texas, and 
Arizona. 

Walmart's drone service officially launched for select 
customers in Tampa and Orlando, Florida, Phoenix, and 
the Dallas area just ahead of the holidays. According to 
Walmart, the drones will deliver products "to the safest 
location of the customer's home" powered by qualified 
pilots operating under FAA standards. This covers the 
customer's front, backyard, and driveway. 

Walmart stated in May 2022 that it was extending its 
DroneUp delivery network to serve 4 million U.S. 
households across six states by the end of the year, 
including Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Texas, Utah, and 
Virginia. 

Source: BBC

Walmart's TrendGetter makes it simple to identify 
Christmas must-haves and shop for them at a low price 
at Walmart. 

TrendGetter uses image recognition technology to help 
Walmart consumers locate amazing offers on specific 
items while staying within their Christmas budgets. 

«  This holiday season, we know our customers are 
searching for what they love at can’t-miss prices. Now, 
whenever you find a product you love, you can easily 
search for a similar item at Walmart’s everyday low prices 
and purchase as soon as inspiration strikes.  » Walmart 
said. 

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/12/16/walmart-drone-delivery-service-expands-across-arizona-texas-and-florida/  

https://corporate.walmart.com/newsroom/2022/12/08/meet-trendgetter-walmarts-solution-to-getting-great-deals-on-trends-you-love  

 

Credit: andnowuknow Credit: Walmart

News 
From  

Walmart  

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/12/16/walmart-drone-delivery-service-expands-across-arizona-texas-and-florida/
https://corporate.walmart.com/newsroom/2022/12/08/meet-trendgetter-walmarts-solution-to-getting-great-deals-on-trends-you-love


News 
From  

Walmart  

https://chainstoreage.com/walmart-launching-buying-program-nonprofits-small-medium-businesses

Source: BBC

Walmart has launched a membership program for small companies and nonprofits. 

Organizations who buy a Walmart Business+ membership get free shipping with no minimum 
order, free pickup and delivery with a $35 minimum order, 2% rewards on orders of $250 or 
more, and 5% off on  eligible items set to recurring order subscriptions. Walmart Business 
offers 100,000 selected goods such as food and beverage, office supplies and furnishings, 
sanitary supplies, electronics, and more. 

“Walmart Business simplifies restocking by grouping various items together in a way that 
makes sense to organizations,” the retailer said. 

According to Walmart, memberships allow up to five individuals to be added to an account, 
and consumers may share payment information, purchase history, and purchasing authority 
between teams. In addition, qualified organizations can participate in the Walmart Tax-
Exemption Program to have appropriate taxes deducted automatically during checkout. 

Source: BBC

Credit: Chain Store Age



Source: BBCSource: BBC

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2023/01/04/ebay-love-island/  

 

News 
From  
eBay  eBay is returning as the official sponsor for Love Island, encouraging shoppers to 

embrace pre-loved fashion. 

Along with pre-loved clothing, a variety of authentic sneakers and items from its Imperfects 
brand will be included in the villa wardrobe for the first time. 

According to new ITV studies, 53% of Love Island viewers who were aware of the eBay 
collaboration claimed they had purchased pre-loved items in the previous three months, 
which is more than twice the amount of those who had not seen or were unaware of the 
partnership. 

Since the agreement, eBay has witnessed a 1600% increase in searches for 'pre-loved 
clothes' with 24% more new circular fashion firms joining the online marketplace.

Credit: Local London

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2023/01/04/ebay-love-island/


News 
From  

Amazon Amazon takes advantage of the Indian e-commerce opportunity to launch new services. 

To capitalize on the rapidly expanding e-commerce market in India, Amazon has introduced 
Amazon Air, a specialized air freight service. India is the third market where Amazon has 
introduced Amazon Air after the US and Europe. 

According to Amazon Global Air VP Sarah Rhoads, the US e-commerce giant has invested in 
the Indian cargo airline Quikjet to carry goods solely across four key Indian cities. According 
to Rhoads, using an already-established freight carrier allows Amazon better control over 
pricing and aircraft schedules while also speeding up delivery.

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2023/01/23/amazon-launches-air-freight-service-in-india-to-capitalise-on-ecommerce-boom/ 

 

Credit:Charged Retail 

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2023/01/23/amazon-launches-air-freight-service-in-india-to-capitalise-on-ecommerce-boom/


https://www.alizila.com/nestle-launches-its-first-smart-fulfillment-center-in-china-with-cainiao/  

Source: BBC

Nestlé has opened its first smart direct-to-consumer (DTC) fulfillment center in China in 
collaboration with Alibaba Group's logistics unit Cainiao Network. 

Cainiao supplied 40 AGV robots to replace manual product picking in sorting facilities, which 
is predicted to increase fulfillment center efficiency compared to Nestlé's other warehouses 
that use mainly human labor. 

During off-peak seasons, the robots transport items to packaging lines, saving time and effort 
for the 20-plus employees who work at the 2,000-square-meter fulfillment center. 

"Some 6,000 orders are picked and packed at the center during off-peak seasons. The robots 
have saved our staff an average of 20,000 steps every day from walking around trying to find 
the products," said Yura Zou, Head of eBusiness Supply Chain at Nestlé. 
Cainiao stated that its intelligent supply chain would also assist Nestlé in successfully 
managing market shifts. 

Source: BBC

Credit: AlizilaNews 
From  

Alibaba

https://www.alizila.com/nestle-launches-its-first-smart-fulfillment-center-in-china-with-cainiao/


https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/12/15/ikea-launches-sustainable-boat-deliveries-in-paris-via-the-river-seine/ 

Source: BBC

Ikea launches sustainable home deliveries in Paris via the Seine river. 

To minimize CO2 emissions while reducing delivery times in Paris, the company has joined 
with Box2Home to develop a system that combines boat delivery on the Seine with electric 
cars for final delivery. 

The innovative approach allows the full Ikea range to be transported by the river in Paris, 
producing up to five times less CO2 than road delivery and saving around 300.000 kilometers 
on Parisian highways each year. 

The project will be enhanced by linking the Ikea Customer Distribution Centre to the Lemay 
port, which will open in 2026. 

As a result of the new service, Ikea France hopes to provide additional home delivery slots.  

Source: BBC

Credit: Global Retail Reliance News 
From  
IKEA

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/12/15/ikea-launches-sustainable-boat-deliveries-in-paris-via-the-river-seine/


https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2023/01/04/shopify-launches-commerce-compenents/ 

Source: BBC

Shopify launches Commerce Components to empower retailers. 

Shopify has made its infrastructure available to retailers, forming what it thinks to be the 
world's most powerful retail platform. Shopify Commerce Components (CCS) is a 
contemporary composable stack that allows businesses to select the Shopify components they 
want and link them with their existing systems. 

The Canadian e-commerce giant believes CCS will provide the trusted infrastructure 
components needed to assist its teams in responding faster to changing customer demands.  

For enterprise retailers, Commerce Components combines the best of both worlds: access to 
Shopify's foundational, high-performing components that work along with flexible APIs to 
build dynamic customer experiences that integrate seamlessly with a retailer's preferred back-
office services. Enterprise retailers can take what they need and leave what they don't, and 
developers may use any front-end framework they choose. 

Source: BBC

Credit: ShopifyNews 
From  

Shopify

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2023/01/04/shopify-launches-commerce-compenents/


3/ 
Global retail 
news & stories



THE INNOVATION RACE FOR 
DELIVERY TECHNOLOGIES 

CONTINUES



To become carbon-neutral by 2040, FedEx introduced electric 
delivery carts from technology startup BrightDrop in New York 
City for the 2022 holiday season. 

The e-carts are part of a larger trial initiative to improve delivery in 
major urban regions. The Trace e-carts used in the expanding trial are 
designed to assist FedEx couriers in making deliveries in five 
locations. 

FedEx intends to use this study to minimize vehicle idle and relocate 
delivery activities away from the curb, thus assisting in alleviating 
bottlenecks on congested streets. 

Credit: Clean Technica 

FedEx is expanding electric cart delivery pilot in New York 
City.

https://cleantechnica.com/2022/12/29/fedex-expands-electric-cart-routes-in-new-york-city/ 

https://cleantechnica.com/2022/12/29/fedex-expands-electric-cart-routes-in-new-york-city/


The company has partnered with Cartken, a California-based 
company that produces self-driving sidewalk bots. 

Cartken says that the six-wheeled robots are equipped with several 
sensors and cameras and a remote monitoring system that allows a 
person to intervene if necessary. They can negotiate curbs but not 
flights of stairs, and their weight capacity is around 24 pounds. 

Customers will order meals, as usual, using the Uber Eats app before 
being directed to meet the bot outside when it arrives. The phone 
may be used to open the storage container. 

The service launch in Miami follows several automated programs 
Uber Eats has launched in other areas of the U.S. over the past 12 
months. 

Credit: Uber

Uber Eats offers robot food delivery in Miami.

https://retailtechinnovationhub.com/home/2022/12/19/uber-eats-and-cartken-bring-robot-food-delivery-to-miami-florida 

https://retailtechinnovationhub.com/home/2022/12/19/uber-eats-and-cartken-bring-robot-food-delivery-to-miami-florida


Amazon has begun employing drones to deliver 
products.  

Amazon Prime Air is available in Lockeford, California, and 
College Station, Texas, delivering a limited number of items 
just in time for the New Year's holiday season. 

"The drone will fly to the designated delivery location, 
descend to the customer's backyard, and hover at a safe 
height," Amazon said. "It will then safely release the 
package and rise back up to altitude." Amazon uses the 
MK27-2 delivery drone, which has six propellers and is 
putting safety first. While drones fly independently, they 
employ algorithms to avoid obstacles such as power wires 
and chimneys, and human experts continue to control 
them. 

Credit: Amazon

Amazon has started drone deliveries in California and Texas. 

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/amazon-starts-drone-deliveries-california-texas/

article66316794.ece#:~:text=Once%20onboarded%2C%20customers%20will%20see,status%20tracker%20for%20their%20order.&text=Hindu%20photo%20library-,Amazon%20has%20started%20delivering%20orders%20by%20drone%20in%20California%20and,Ars%20Technica%20reported%20on%20Wednesday.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/19057585/admin/#


IN-STORE AUTOMATION IS WIDE 
SPREADING 



Wakefern Launches "The Pantry," a C-Store with No Friction 
Based on AI

https://www.cspdailynews.com/technologyservices/wakefern-opens-pantry-frictionless-ai-based-c-store

The American cooperative supermarket group has opened a new 
type of supermarket. 

The Pantry, a frictionless convenience store for employees at 
Wakefern Food Corp.'s facility in Edison, New Jersey, incorporating 
Trigo's AI-based technology, had a ribbon-cutting event on January 
16. 

In addition to Wakefern executives and members, Trigo officials 
attended the event. Trigo is a Tel Aviv, Israel-based computer vision 
and frictionless checkout technology provider and is considered the 
main rival to Amazon's Just Walk Out technology. 

The Pantry, which is solely accessible to Wakefern office building 
employees, uses computer vision to recognize items, including 
snacks, salads, pantry essentials, groceries, and cooked foods, using 
a system of cameras and shelf sensors. 



https://emerging-europe.com/partner-content/zabka-group-showcases-autonomous-stores-at-nrf-2023/

Żabka Group showcases autonomous stores at NRF 2023

Polish retailer Abka Group collaborated with Microsoft at NRF 
2023 in New York to present Abka Nano, an autonomous shop 
idea created by Abka Future.  

“Participation in this prestigious event is not only an opportunity for 
us to establish new partnerships but also an opportunity to present 
Żabka as one of the world’s most innovative companies in the retail 
industry,” said Tomasz Blicharski, managing director of Żabka Future.  
“Warsaw, thanks to our concept, has become the world capital of 
autonomous stores, so I am glad that we have the opportunity to 
present this project to a global audience. We want to show you how 
our new technologies, created in cooperation with our partners, make 
life easier and free up our customers’ time.”Abka Nano is a one-of-a-
kind project that blends physical and digital shops.  

The creative idea, which eliminates the need for cashiers, lines, and 
checkout clerks, is tailored to the target market's environment and 
demographics. 



https://www.grocerydive.com/news/google-cloud-artificial-intelligence-inventory-tech-retailers/640611/

Google Cloud releases AI-driven inventory tech

Google Cloud introduces AI-powered inventory technology. 

According to the internet giant, Google Cloud has developed 
artificial intelligence-driven technology that allows retailers to 
leverage pictures to track items on shop shelves automatically. 

The technology, which employs a Google library with billions of data 
points to identify objects in multiple-angle pictures, is now in preview 
and will be publicly available in the following months, according to 
the agency. 

Google's new tool complements previous services it has developed 
to assist retailers in increasing efficiency and modernizing their 
storefronts. 

According to the announcement, the inventory-scanning system 
mines photos for details about items "of all types, at scale, based 
solely on the visual and text features of a product, and then translate 
that data into actionable insights," using machine learning modules 
that can recognize products and tags. Credit: Analytics Insight



Electricals retailer Currys is trialing in-store robots to help 
customers navigate its product ranges more efficiently. 

The machines use splitting AI technology to navigate obstacles while 
also remembering where they are for future reference, assuring the 
safety of consumers, store employees, and product displays. 

During the experiment, KettyBot will greet clients at the door and let 
them touch the giant touchscreen to pick the product category they 
wish to visit. 

When connected to the same network, the interactive robots can also 
talk with one another. In reality, if a store has two or more floors, one 
KettyBot will direct a client to the elevator or stairs, while the other 
will be ready to continue leading them to their selected product area. 

Credit: Retail technology

Currys is trialling in-store robots to help its customers 
navigate their product ranges.

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2023/01/currys-trials-in-store-robots-to-help-customers-navigate-product-ranges/ 

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2023/01/currys-trials-in-store-robots-to-help-customers-navigate-product-ranges/


RETAILERS ARE TAKING NEW 
INITIATIVES TO BE MORE 

SUSTAINABLE



Harrods, the British luxury department store, is introducing a new 
sustainability project to compensate customers for returning hard-
to-recycle products. 

Customers who return five empty product bottles receive reward 
points, unique offers, and service savings under the program, which 
was initially trial tested at the H Beauty shop in Milton Keynes. 

To assist the endeavor, the corporation has teamed with waste 
management and recycling firm MYGroup. MYGroup provides a full-
service solution that promises to "recycle the unrecyclable." 

Harrods' move follows in the footsteps of competitors like MAC 
Cosmetics and Sephora, which enable consumers to return their 
empties in exchange for privileges and special deals. 

Credit: Harrods

Harrods encourages recycling with loyalty rewards.

https://retailbum.com/2023/sustainability/harrods-encourages-recycling-with-loyalty-rewards/ 

https://retailbum.com/2023/sustainability/harrods-encourages-recycling-with-loyalty-rewards/


Alibaba Group claims it is exploiting its platform and cloud 
computing skills to develop "greener supply chains". 

Tmall Supermarket, the platform company's online grocery service, 
has partnered with Energy Expert, Alibaba Cloud's AI-powered 
sustainability and energy management solution, to e-commerce 
technologies in measuring and reducing their carbon emissions. 

Since its inception in April, the effort has produced 20 eco-friendly, 
own-branded consumer items at Tmall Supermarket, ranging from 
biodegradable cups to compostable baking paper, according to 
Alibaba. In the process, Hangzhou-based Alibaba has moved closer 
than ever to its aim of reducing carbon emissions throughout its 
digital ecosystem by 1.5 gigatons by 2035. 

The platform also suggested using biodegradable materials in 
packaging and replacing obsolete machinery with more energy-
efficient versions. 

Credit: Alizila

Alibaba ‘blends retail with technology’ to build green supply 
chains.

https://www.alizila.com/alibaba-blends-retail-with-technology-to-build-green-supply-chains/ 

https://www.alizila.com/alibaba-blends-retail-with-technology-to-build-green-supply-chains/


Currys is indeed offering recycling benefits to online shoppers in 
addition to in-store customers. 

Currys reported collecting 60,000 tonnes of obsolete technology in 
the UK and Ireland, which equals 1.3 million devices. 

Customers who drop off unwanted things as part of the Cash for 
Trash initiative are guaranteed at least £5 in shop credit. It has given 
out £10.5 million to customers who have brought in 80,000 items for 
recycling in the previous year. 
Shoppers in the UK and Ireland may use their vouchers online and 
receive coupons when Currys delivers new appliances and recycles 
the old ones. 

Currys claims to have recycled over 15 million individual 
technological equipment due to reprocessing 750k tonnes of e-waste 
since 2011. 

Credit: Charged

Currys extends its recycling rewards online.

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2023/01/25/currys-expands-recycling-incentives-online/ 

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2023/01/25/currys-expands-recycling-incentives-online/


CO-BRANDING IS MORE 
POPULAR THAN EVER AND 

LEADS TO NEW EXPERIENCES 



Nike began offering its Nike Training Club content on Netflix on 
Dec. 30, the company announced. 

On the streaming service, which has 223 million subscribers, 
customers can access more than 90 Nike Training Club programs 
suited to all fitness levels. 

Each Nike Training Club training program will contain many episodes 
totaling more than 30 hours of sessions, which will be distributed in 
two parts on Netflix. 

Additional initiatives will begin in 2023. Members can watch curated 
programs or choose exercises based on kind or duration, and the 
content will be available in 10 languages across all Netflix 
subscriptions. In addition, Netflix will offer a bespoke Nike line as 
part of the program. Members may also use the keyword "Nike" to 
discover the exercises. This a new opportunity for the brand to 
become part of consumers' daily lives.   

Credit: Nike

Nike launches Nike Training Club Workouts on Netflix.

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/12/23/nike-netflix/ 

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/12/23/nike-netflix/


TalkShopLive and JLo Beauty have launched their first-ever 
shoppable video in partnership with Vogue's Beauty Secrets video 
series. 

"We not only strive for innovation in our products, but also in how we 
connect with our consumers, and we feel strongly that shoppable, 
authentic content is the next generation of e-commerce," says JLo 
Beauty & Lifestyle Founder Lisa Sequino.  

The shoppable video is presented by Jennifer Lopez, who explains 
her beauty routine with JLo Beauty and exclusively introduces two 
new JLo Body items that can be purchased within the TalkShopLive 
video. 

TalkShopLive gives its users a top-notch purchasing experience, 
ensuring that every media moment is a retail moment. In addition, 
retailers are using the potential of TalkShopLive's shoppable content 
by distributing live streams across their domains and social platforms 
and with publishers and suppliers to build numerous storefronts 
through content.   

Credit: On voit tout

TalkShopLive and JLo Beauty team with Vogue and Jennifer 
Lopez for video shopping experiences.

https://chainstoreage.com/jennifer-lopez-vogue-launch-shoppable-beauty-videos 

https://chainstoreage.com/jennifer-lopez-vogue-launch-shoppable-beauty-videos


Vuitton x Kusama collaboration has given luxury retailers an 
opportunity to offer immersive in-store experiences.  

Credit: Sortir à Paris 

For the second time, Louis Vuitton and Yayoi Kusama signed a 
new capsule collection.  

The collaboration between the luxury giant and the Japanese artist 
had been announced in mid-December 2022 to begin in early 
January 2023 in Japan and China and then in the rest of the world. If 
the collections "Painted Dots," "Metal Dots," and "Infinity Dots" are 
available for sale, they also inspired retailers: why not capitalize on 
the event to offer consumers what they expect: an authentic and 
unique experience immersed in a particular universe. 

Louis Vuitton store on the Champs Elysées in Paris, Harrods in 
London, or various pop-up stores, this colorful collaboration has 
allowed retailers to revise their settings in depth, a significant 
opportunity to offer consumers an ever more immersive experience. 

  

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2023/01/harrods-louis-vuitton-x-kusama/







h/commerce continuously 
monitors markets, anticipates 
changes in future behaviors and 
identifies insights that impact retail: 
thematic dossiers.  
You can contact us if you want to order some copies  
mikaela.barbosa@havas.com 

Our latest books
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If you want to subscribe to our newsletter,  
it's just over here :  

https://forms.office.com/r/eRdAEhB6Tk
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